
Positive   Ions   or   Negative   Ions  
 
Summary   of   the   Week:  
This   week   in   Science   class   we   were   focusing   on   how   touch   screens   work   and   a  
little   bit   of   static   electricity.   We   started   off   finishing   an   article   about   touch   screens  
and   then   we   did   a   poster   about   how   touch   screens   work.   I   and   my   group   did   good  
in   my   opinion.   Then   we   did   a   quick   activity   then,   we   switched   tables   then   We  
quickly   did   a   small   poster   to   get   an   idea   of  
what   we   would   do   next   week.   Overall,   I  
think   it   was   one   of   the   top   5   weeks   ever  
this   school   year.  
 
Monday   (March   2,   2020):   
We   started   off   by   finishing   reading   an  
article   we   got   on   Friday.   I   finished   reading  
“Related   Reading   -   Touch   Screens.”   Then  
after   we   finished   we   worked   on   a   word   art,  
mine   came   out   pretty   good.   Next   what   we  
did   was   talk   about   what   we   can’t   see   but   it  
helps   with   touch   screens.   Then   we   wrote  
down   vocab   words   which   were   proton   and  
electron.   Proton   means   positive   charges.  
When   electron   means   negative   charges.  
Then   we   started   a   Ruf   draft   of   a   poster   that  
we   would   do   later   on   in   the   week.  
 
Tuesday   (March   3,   2020):  
  We   started   off   by   doing   our   poster.   We   are   supposed   to   draw   in   different   color  
markers   so   Mrs.   Caruso   could   tell   how   much   each   person   did.   Then   we   did   the  
poster   for   the   rest   of   the   period.   Until   we   had   to   pack   up.  
 
Wednesday   (March   4,   2020):   
We   quickly   started   off   by   doing   our   poster.   Then   we   started   to   give   props   and  
polish   to   two   groups.   That   means   advice   or   a   way   to   improve   the   model   and   what  
is   good   on   the   poster.   Then   we   had   to   talk   to   our   group   what   we   didn’t   know  
about   non-contact   forces   and   touch   screens   that   we   know   now.   Then   we   started  
to   talk   about   what   happens   when   two   of   the   same   charges   are   near   each   other.  



For   example,   one   positive   ion   and   another   positive   and   it   would   not   connect  
together   it   would   repel   off   of   each   other.   Then   we   started   a   new   project   that   is  
“Electrostatic   Friction   Rod   Activity”   then   we   passed   around   the   materials   that   we  
would   use.   Then   we   talked   about   what   we   would   do   the   next   day.  
 
Thursday   (March   5,   2020):   
We   started   off   by   doing   our   “Electrostatic   Friction   Rod   Activity”   we   made   three  
tests   with   the   materials   that   we  
could   use.   The   first   one   we   tested  
was   a   rubber   rod,   wool,   ad  
feathers.   It   was   not   effective   at   all.  
The   next   experiment   we   tested  
was   a   glass   rod,   fur,   and   bits   of  
foil.   It   was   kinda   effective   but   not  
much   static   electricity.   The   final  
experiment   we   did   was   a   perspex  
rod,   silk   cloth,   and   hair.   A   few  
strips   of   hair   went   up,   but   not   that  
effective.   Then   we   tested   with  
balloons   when   we   rub   the   balloon  
on   our   hair,   or   shirt   to   see   if   it   will  
stay   connected   to   the   wall.   Next,  
we   wrote   a   quick   lab   which   is   a  
stronger   electrostatic   force   or   the  
force   of   gravity.   Then   we   watched   a   BrainPOP   video.   Then   the   day   was   over.  
 
Friday   (March   6,   2020):   
We   began   the   day   by   getting   new   seats.   Instead   of   siting   with   Ethan,   and  
Riodhnan   I   now   sit   with   Carter   and   David.   Then   we   learned   we   would   make   a   new  
poster   about   static   electricity.   Before   we   started   the   poster   we   re-watched   a  
brain-pop   video   about   static   electricity.   Then   we   wrote   examples   of   static  
electricity.   Then   the   rest   of   the   period   we   did   our   practice   models   independently.  
 

Ion  
How   are   Ions   made?  
How   do   the   Ions   do   what   they   do   and   how   are   they   made,   well   investigate   for  
yourself   by   clicking   the   link.  

https://www.britannica.com/science/ion-physics

